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SUMMARY 
The main purpose of the present article is to show how to use the results 
in [2] for constructing submartingales having preassigned marginal dis- 
tributions. It is divided in two sections: 1. Submartingales, 2. On a 
Kamae-Krengel’s Theorem. The first is the more substantial one with 
Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.8 as the major results. Those theorems are of 
the same kind: they show how to construct a stochastic process (X,),c(. 
such that (f:: X,),, (. is a submartingale for each f E K, given a family 
(P,),, (., Cc R, of probability measures on a standard space S, which is 
increasing relatively to a fixed admissible cone Kc C(S). The association is 
made in such a way that P, is the distribution of X, for each t E C. In 
Theorem 1.7 the parameter set C is countable, the admissible cone K con- 
sists of continuous functions which are P,-integrable for all f E C. Also in 
Theorem 1.7 either those functions are assumed to be bounded from above 
or the cone to be invariant under the operation A, while S is a standard 
space. In Theorem 1.8 the parameter set C can be any subset of R, but now 
S must be compact. The case where S is non-compact and simultaneously 
the parameter set is uncountable remains open, and also the case of a par- 
tially ordered parameter space. 
Kamae and Krengel [5] already studied the situation where the cone K 
consists of all bounded increasing Bore1 functions on a Polish space S 
endowed with a fixed closed partial order or preorder. Section 2 explains 
how the Theorem 6 in their paper relates to our setting. 
Notations and i’krminology. 
In this paper 33 =93(S) denotes the a-field of Bore1 subsets of a 
topological space S; C(S) the set of all continuous functions S --, R; C,,(S), 
C,,(S), and C,,(S) the set of all functions in C(S) which are bounded, or 
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bounded from above, or bounded from below, respectively; C’ (S) the set 
of all non-negative yE C(S), and similarly C,+ (S); EC the set of all functions 
C + E, f the convex cone of all bounded increasing functions; $ the sub- 
cone of 9 consisting of all continuous functions in ./; A(S) the set of all 
probability measures on the a-field of Bore1 subsets of S; a(...) the o-held 
generated by . . . . e the o-field u(X,~, s < t); and finally v and A denote the 
maximum and the minimum operation, respectively, and E” indicates the 
complement of the set E. 
A cone K of functions S + R, where S is a topological space, will be 
called an admissible cone iff K is a convex cone contained in C(S), which 
contains all the constant functions and is invariant under the operation v . 
The latter means that max(f, g) E K as soon as L R E K. A separable 
metrizable space S will be called a standard space iff S can be imbedded in 
a Polish space of which it is a Bore1 subset. If S is a set equipped with a 
partial pre-order “ d “, a function f: S -+ R will be called increasing iff s < t 
implies f(s) <f( 1). Statements such as “(JO X,),, (. is a submartingale” will 
be always meant (unless stated otherwise) with respect to the filtration 
(a,, c of the a-fields R := 0(X,, s 6 1). Let P, Q E M(S). We will say that 
Q is a dilation of P relatively to a set K of functions S + R, and write 
P sK Q, iff JfdP 6 jfdQ for all f~ K (the integrability is assumed). 
1. SUBMARTINGALES 
Proposition 1.1. and Lemmas 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 as well as 
Corollary 1.6 are mostly preparations for the main result of this paper, 
Theorem 1.7. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let S be a standard space and K an admissible cone 
that is either contained in C,,(S) or invariant under the operation A. Let 
P ,,..., P,}, n 2 2, be a given subset of A(S) such that each f e K is 
P,-integrable, i = l,..., n, and Pi <K Pi+ , , i = l,..., n - 1. Then there exists a 
stochastic process (a, 9, ,u, (A’,);, N), N := { l,..., n}, with state space (S, &?), 
such that, 
(a) for each in N, Pi is the distribution of A’,; 
(b) for each f E K, (f 0 Xi)ie N is a submartingale. 
Proof. By either Theorem 9 or 11 in [2], for each i E N, i 2 2, we can 
find a kernel ki on S, such that, 
f’,= jk,WP,- ,(ds) (1.1) 
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and 
for eachfE K, f(s) G If(t) ki(.s, dt) P - a. s. (s). (1.2) 
For each iEN, let P, *k,*... * ki be the probability measure in A(S) 
determined by 
P, * k, * ...a k,(A, x ... xAi) 
.- .- 
I I 
. . . ki(si- Ir Ai) ki- I(si z,~i-,)‘..kz(s,,~z)P,(ds,), 
AI A, I 
where Ai is a Bore1 subset of S, i= l,..., i. Here si stands for the ith coor- 
dinate of S’. It is easily seen that 
/, : = P, e k, * ‘. ’ * k, 
is a prbability measure on S” having marginals P,. Pz,..., P,. Hence letting 
52 := S” and taking as 9 the a-field of Bore1 subsets of S” and as 
Xi: 52 + Si := S the projections, (a) is satisfied. 
In order to prove that (b) is also satisfied, consider 0(X, ,..., X,), the 
a-field generated by X, ,..., X,. The stated submartingale condition says that 
fi: Xi Q E[fcj Xi+ , ( X, ,..., Xi] a. s., 
equivalently, that 
for all B E 0(X1 ,..., Xi). (1.3) 
Every set BE a(X, ,..., Xi) is of the form B= II;-‘(A) for some Bore1 sub- 
set A of s’, where ni := (X, ,..., Xi): Q -, S, x ... x Si. Denoting with 1 E the 
indicator function of a set E, we have 1 B = 1 A 3 Hi. Therefore 
= I I . . . ‘Ab Iv”‘, si)f(si+ I)ki+l(~iv hi+ I)ki(si- Ir hi)...P,(k,) .SI s, * I 
3 ... 
f f 
l,,(S,,.-r si)S(si) kitsi- 1, hi) ‘. . P,(ds, ) 
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The inequality comes from the fact that the inner integral 
5 s,+,/(si+,)ki+,(si,dri+,)~l(si), 
because of (1.2). Thus (1.3) is true, i.e., (b) is also verified. 1 
The next lemma is implicit in the literature. 
1.2. LEMMA. For each nE N let S, be a standard space and let 
P,~ykl(S”). Set S := S1 x S2 x .*.. If (P~)~~, is a family of probability 
measures in A(S), such that, for each je J and each n E N, ,uj has P, as its 
jth “l-dimensional” marginal, then that family is tight. 
A family 9 of probability measures on a metric space S is said to be 
tight iff for every positive E there exists a compact set Cc S, such that, 
P(C) 6 E for all P E 9. It is known (see [ 11) that, when S is a general 
metric space, the tightness is sufficient for the relative compactness (pre- 
compactness) of 9, and when S is Polish it is also necessary. 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Let E be a positive number. Since, for each n, P, is 
tight (because S, is standard), there exists a compact set C, c S, with 
P,(C;) < e/2”. Consider C := C, x C2 x . . . , a compact subset of S. Given 
nE N, define 
L,:=S,x ... xs,~,xc;xs,+,x . . . . 
Therefore c” c U;= , L,, so that, for all jE J, 
PAcc)G f Pj(L,)= f P,(C)<& f (l/2”)=& 
n=l n=l n-l 
This show that (cl,),.,, is tight. 1 
Let (S,),“, , be a sequence of standard spaces, (Pi),“_ 1 a sequence of 
probability measures with Pie A(Si) for each i, T,, := S, x ... x S,, 
T:=S, x S2..., I7, : T + T, the projections, L( T,) := {J T,, + R 1 f is I.s.c. 
and bounded from below} and, finally, .#’ := {(hi, a,)},,, a family of pairs 
(hi, a,), where, for each jEJ, aj is a given real number and hi: T -+ R is a 
given function, such that, h, = f 0 l7, for some n E N and f o L( T,,) depending 
on j. 
1.3. LEMMA. Suppose that, for each n E N’, there exists p,, E A( T,) hav- 
ing P1 ,..., P, as its l-dimensional marginals and such that 5 hi dp, < aj for all 
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(h,, a,)E ,X, where h, =.I;, ‘II,, and J”E L( T,). Then there exists ~E.M( T) 
that has P, , Pz,... us its l-dimensional murginals und satisfies 
.i h,dp<u, ,fbr ull (h,, u,) E 3y. 
Proof First note that necessarily p, = P,. For each n, consider the 
probability measure in .X(T). 
In particular (P,): , is the family of l-dimensional marginals of ,ii,. By 
Lemma 1.2 the sequence (j,,) is tight. Thus, since this sequence is relatively 
compact, some subsequence (l(,,,) converges weakly, say, to p. Clearly 
P, , P,,..., are the l-dimensional marginals of cc. 
Next, let (hi, a,)EX. There is some rE fV and feL(T,), such that, 
h, =/o l7,. Therefore j h, dp,, 6 a, if n 2 r. Since c(~~ is a nk-dimensional 
marginal of fi,, for all k, we also have 5 hid& < aj for all nk 2 r. Now the 
lemma follows by taking a sequence (g,) in C,(S) with g, 1 hj. [ 
We need a slightly stronger version of Lemma 1.3, namely, one in which 
r+J is replaced by any countable subset of R. Let us then consider the 
situation, where C is countable subset of R’, (S,),EC is a family of standard 
spaces all equal to S, T(f ,,..., 1,) :=S,, x ... xS,~, with r, < ... <r,, in C, 
R := s“, n,, ,.: f2 + T( t, )..., I,) are the natural projections, 
L(T(t I,‘.., t,)) := {f T(t I,..., 1,) -+ R 1 f is I.s.c. and bounded from below }, 
.* := {(h,, a,&, is a family of pairs (h,, a,), where, for each jc J, ai is a 
given real number, h, : Q + R a given function equal to f> I7,, ,. for some 
choice of (1, ,..., I,,) and some .f~ L( T(I, ,..., r,)), depending on j. 
Let further (P,),, (. be given such that P, E .M(S,) for all t. 
1.4. LEMMA. Suppose that, for each set {t, ,..., r,} c C, t, < ... < t,,, 
there exists a p,, ,. E A( T( t , ,..., 1,)) having P,, ,..., P,” as its l-dimensional 
marginals and such that 
f 
hj dp,, tm < aj 
for all (h,, a,) E X of the form h, = f 3 III,, I” with f in the set L( T( t, ,..., t,)). 
Then there exists p E A(Q) that has (P,),, L‘ as its fiunify of 1-dimensional 
marginals and satisfies 
I h,dp<a, for all (hj,a,)EX. (1.4) 
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Proof Immediate from Lemma 1.3, enumerating C as {s,, So,...} and 
letting P, := P,“, n = 1, 2 ,.... a 
1.5. LEMMA. Let 52 := SE, where E is any subset of R and S a standard 
space. Let { f , ,..., 1, + , }cE be a fixed set with t,<*.. <t,+,. Then, if 
P E J?(Q) andf: S + R is P-integrable, the following are equivalent: 
(a) SA (fo4+, -foI7,J dP20 for all A ~a(I7 ,,,..., l7,“); 
(b) ~(~o~~,~+,-~oZ~,~)#O(II ,,,..., nJdP2Ofor all QEC~+(S,,X ..* 
x SJ, where II,, : Q + S,, := S are the projections. 
Proof (a) * (b). Each 4 E C,+ (S,, x . .. x SJ is an increasing limit of 
a sequence (4,) of non-negative simple functions #m := xk, ami 1 Am,: 
s,, x ... x S,” + Iw with A,i~a(n ,,,..., n,“). Hence (a) implies (b). 
(a) F (b). Define a linite signed measure i. on the a-field of Bore1 sub- 
sets of 52 by 
(f o n,“, , -f 0 n,J dP, if A E o(n,, ,..., fl,n) 
if A $o(n ,,,..., Z7,“). 
The measure 3. induces a finite regular measure L on the a-field of Bore1 
subsets of S,, x .. . x S,” by 
J.(S) :&(Bx s”- (Il..... 1.1). 
From (b) we have j 4 dl, 2 0 for all 4 E C,+ (S,, x . . . x SJ. Since jW is 
regular, this implies that A > 0, hence also 3. > 0, implying (a). 1 
1.6. COROLLARY. If f E C,,(S), then the set 
M:= PEA(Q) 1 AE~(I~ ,,,..., hJ*j- f%8dP$I f3&+,dP 
A A 
is closed. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.5 an equivalent definition of M would be 
M=+;.; {P-W) ( j (fon,“~,-fan,“)~o(n,,,..., n,)dPLD}, 
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where C; stands for Cl (S,, x ... x SJ. Hence M is closed because the 
function 
is continuous for each 4 E Cl (S,, x . x SJ). 1 
We are ready for the following theorem. 
1.7. THEOREM. Let S be a standard space, K an admissible cone which is 
either contained in C,,(S) or invariant under the operation A, Cc R a 
countable set, and, finally, (P,),, c a family of probability measures in A(S), 
such that, for each t E C, all the functions in K are P,-integrable and, for each 
pair t, u E C with t < u, P, <r; P,. Then there exists a stochastic process 
(52, u, 9, (X,),, c) with state space (S, d), such that, 
(a) for each t E C, P, is the distribution of X,; 
(b) for each .f E K, (f 0 A’,), E c is a submartingale. 
Proof Set S, := S for every t E C. Let {t, ,..., t, + r } c C be fixed with 
t,< ... <t,,+,. Using the kernel construction as in Proposition 1.1, we 
obtain a measure p,, ,., , in .M(S,, x . . . x S,“- ,) having marginals 
p PI”., ,, ,..., and satisfying 
(1.5) 
for all f E K and A E a(I7 ,,,..., I7,J where I7,,: S,, x ... x S,#+, -+ S,, is the 
projection. The latter can be extended in the obvious way to the projection 
l7,,: SC‘ + S,, and p,, ,. , , can be regarded as a probability measure on the 
a-field of all cylinders in SC whose basis is a Bore1 subset of 
s,, x -a. x S&+,. By Lemma 1.5, (1.5) is equivalent to the statement: 
I w n,+, -f~4J44&..., n,Jd~,,...,~+,>0 (1.6) 
for all f E K and all 4 E C,+ (S,, x ... x SJ. Subtracting the real number 
ad := 
f (If~n,.+,I + Ifon,“l)sup~dC1,,....,, 
from both sides in ( 1.6) since the marginals are preassigned, (1.6) is 
equivalent to: 
f  hodp,, “,.+, <a+, 
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for all f~ K and all 4 E C,+ (S,, x . * * x SJ, where we put 
Note that h, is a bounded below continuous function, so that the con- 
ditions for Lemma 1.4 are satisfied with i :=q$ uj :=uI and hj := h,. A 
measure p E .M(Sc) is obtained having (P,),, c as its family of l-dimen- 
sional marginals and verifying 
for all SE K and all 4 E C,+ (S,, x ... x S,“). By Lemma 1.5, this ~1 has the 
property, 
[ .f%,,d~~[ fon,& for all A E a(l7,, ,..., II,“) 
‘A A 
and all f E K. 1 
When S is a compact metric space, we can give a simpler proof to 
Theorem 1.7, even allowing C to be any subset of R. 
1.8. THEOREM. Same statement as for Theorem 1.7, except here C is any 
subset of R and S a compact metric space. 
Proof. Let rR := SC. Then M(Q) is compact. Given a finite set 
T:= {t ,,..., t”+,}, t,< ... <t,+,, TcC, define 
.&:= {PEA( the r,-marginal of p is P,,, i= l,..., n+ I, and {JoIZ,~+, dp> 
jlfi n,” dp for all sets A E o(II ,,,..., I7,“) and each function f~ K}. 
As always I7,,: 52 + S,, := S are the projections. By Proposition 1.1 and an 
obvious extension, Jt,. # 0. Now, for each t E T and each 4 E C(S), set 
Clearly .M,, is closed in ./I(Q). Given f E K, consider also 
dp 2 j f c I7,” d,u for all A E a(l7 ,,,..., I7,J . 
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By Corollary 1.6 . A$ is closed. We have 
which shows that MT is a closed subset of A(f2). Since the family (AT),. 
has the finite intersection property, it follows that n r AT. # 0. 1 
1.9. COROLLARY (KamaeeKrengel). LA S he a compact metric space 
endowed with a closed partial order. LA (P,),, X he a family in A(S), such 
that, for each pair t, u E 08 with t < u, P, <,#, P,, &there 9< is the cone of all 
increasing functions in C(S). Then there exists a stochastic process (X,),, R 
with state space (S, 93) and the properties: 
(a) For each t E R, P, is the distribution qf X,; 
(b) t<u+X,<X, a..~.. 
2. ON A KAMAE-KRENGEL’S THEOREM 
Let S be a Polish space equipped with a closed partial order “<” and let 
9 be the cone of all increasing bounded Bore1 measurable functions S + R. 
Kamae and Krengel [S] established the following theorem: 
Let S be a Polish space with a closed partial order and compact intervals. Let 
(P,),, R be a family in A(S). such that, P, <., P, for all I, IA E R with r < IL Then 
there exists a stochastic process (f2, f, p. (X,),, ,J with state space (.S. .a), such 
that: (a) for each I E R, P, is the distribution of A’,; (b) X,(o) < X,(w) for all 
o E R and all r. u with I < u. 
Corollary 1.9 is a special case of above theorem. Note also that the con- 
clusion (b) in that corollary is weaker than the corresponding conclusion in 
the above theorem. Of course that theorem holds also when S is a standard 
space. 
Hommel [3, p. 891 proved that any a-compact locally compact ordered 
space is normally ordered; thus any locally compact standard space is nor- 
mally ordered. Let $ be the subcone of .f consisting of all continuous 
functions. Whitt [8, p. 1203 proved that, if S is normally ordered, then the 
relations <.,, and xJ on A(S) are the same. The conclusion is that, when 
S is a locally compact standard space, the relation xX on d(S) of 
Kamae-Krengel is given by an admissible cone, that is, .Y=. 
If the time set in the Kamae-Krengel’s theorem is a countable subset of 
R’ instead of R, then the restrictive condition on S of having compact inter- 
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vals can be removed and this is the Lemma 4 of Kamae-Krengel [5, 
p. 10453. 
Kamae and Krengel proved their theorem using their Lemma 4 and a 
limiting process with a quite elaborate overall argumentation. We found a 
different and simpler proof for S compact. Observe that, by Proposition 4 
of Nachbin [7, p. 443, a compact S with a closed partial order has compact 
intervals. Let us start with a remark and a simple lemma. 
2. I. Remark. Let S be a compact metric space equipped with a closed 
partial order and P, Q probability measures in A(S) with P <,,, Q. We 
know that a Markov kernel k on S can be found with the properties: 
Q = j- k(s, .) P(ds), (2.1) 
6, -K.,, k(.s> .) for all s E S, (2.2) 
where 6, is the Dirac measure at the point .f. It is not difftcult to prove 
that P<,,,Q iff P(A)<Q(A) for all sets AEJZ(S), such that, 1, is 
increasing. Hence, letting 
I(s):={tESl.s~t}, 
(2.2) implies that 1 <k(s, I(S)) (see also Theorem 1 in [4]), that is 
k(s, I(s)) = 1. 1 
2.2. LEMMA. Let S be a compact space with a closed partial order, Cc Iw 
a ,finite set, (P,),, (. a Jamily in J!(S) with P, <.,, P, whenever t < u in C. 
Then there exists a stochastic process (s2, 9, p, (A’,),, (.) with state space 
(S, 39). such that: 
(a) fur all t E C, P, is the distribution of X,; 
(b) the function t H X, is increasing a. s. 
Proof We can suppose C= { l,..., n}. Consider the process constructed 
in Proposition 1.1 using the cone ,P,, which satisfies (a). It also satisfies (b). 
For, by Remark 2.1, 





2.3. THEOREM (Kamae-Krengel). Let S be a compact metric space with 
a closed partial order, Cc Iw any set, (P,),, c‘ a family in A(S) with 
P, <,,, P, .for all t <u in C. Then there exists a stochastic process 
(a, 9, p, (A’,),, c) with state space (S, a), such that, 
(a) for ail t E C, P, is the distribution of X, ; 
(b) the function t H X, is increasing. 
Proof: For each pair (1. U) E C2 with I < u, set 
F,, := {SC!? 1 s,<s,,}. 
Here we are denoting with s, the tth coordinate of s E SC‘. Since the order 
on S is closed, F,, is closed thus compact. Therefore, 
Q := () F,, is compact. 
I.UE c 
14U 
Given T= {t ,,..., t,,} c C, f, < ... < I,,, consider the set 
MT:= (pE.H(Q) 1 Ll,,op=P,,, i= l,..., n}. 
We want to show that M7.# 0. By Lemma 2.2 there is a probability 
measure v on S’ supported by the set 
s, := {SE s,, x ... x S,” 1 s,, < ... <S,“}, 
and having marginals P,,, i= I ,..., n. 
Given f E C, define a function .Z,T: Q + S, := S setting 
1 
n,,, if t< 1, 
Z- ‘,T := n,, if fi_,<t<t,, i = 2,..., n - I 
n,“* if tn.- , < t. 
Define another function t: C + T by 
11, if t,<t, 
r(t) := Ii, 
1 
if tip,<t,<ti,i=2 ,..., n 
t PI, if t, < 1. 
These functions enable us to extend v to a probability measure p in &(Sc) 
setting, for all finite U := (nr,..., u,} c C where u, < ... <u,, and all 
f~ C(Sc) depending only on the s,, ,..., s,-coordinates, 
The fact that the order on S is closed implies that supp p cR, where by 
supp p is meant the complement in SC of the union of all open sets A in SC 
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with p(A) = 0. Clearly, the ri-marginal of such p is P,,, i = l,..., n. Thus 
CIEMT. 
It is also obvious that the family (M,), has the finite intersection 
property and that each of’its members is closed, even compact. Observing 
that A(Q) is compact, we conclude that fir M,# 0. 1 
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